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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about Oracle Cloud Infrastructure storage services? 

A. You can move Object Storage buckets, Block Volumes and File Storage mount targets between compartments. 

B. File storage mount target does not provide a private IP address, while the Object Storage bucket provides one. 

C. File Storage uses the network file system (NFS) protocol, whereas Block Volume uses ISCSI. 

D. Block Volume service scales to Exabytes per Instance, while File Storage service offers unlimited scalability. 

E. You can take Incremental snapshots of Block Volumes, File Storage file systems and Object Storage buckets. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three must be configured for a load balancer to accept incoming traffic? (Choose two.) 

A. a listener 

B. a back-end server 

C. a back end set 

D. a security list that is open on a listener port 

E. a certificate 

Correct Answer: ABC 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Balance/Tasks/managingloadbalancer.htm?tocpath=Ser vices
%7CLoad%20Balancing%7C_____5 The essential components for load balancing include: ?A load balancer with pre-
provisioned bandwidth. ?A backend set with a health check policy. See Managing Backend Sets. ?Backend servers for
your backend set. See Managing Backend Servers. ?One or more listeners . See Managing Load Balancer Listeners.
?Load balancer subnet security rules to allow the intended traffic. To learn more about these rules, see Security Rules.
?Optionally, you can associate your listeners with SSL server certificate bundles to manage how your system handles
SSL traffic. See Managing SSL Certificates 

 

QUESTION 3

Your Operations team has recently created a new, standard image that will be used to launch all new application
servers in the Finance compartment. The custom image currently exists in the Operations compartment. You have
access to manage all-resources in the Finance compartment and do not have access to the Operations compartment.
Which two methods would make the new image available for you to use when deploying new servers in the Finance
compartment? (Choose two.) 

A. Instruct the Operations team to reassign the custom image to the Finance compartment so you can select it from a
drop-down list when launching new compute resources. 
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B. Instruct the Operations team to export the image to an object storage bucket, create a preauthenticated request
(PAR), and provide you with the URL. Download the custom image to your laptop and import it as a custom image in the
Finance compartment. 

C. Instruct the Administrators team to grant you access to use instance-images in the Operations compartment. Use the
Oracle Cloud Identifier (OCID) of the custom image when launching new compute resources in the Finance
compartment. 

D. Instruct the Operations team to export the image to an object storage bucket, create a PAR, and provide you with the
URL. Use that URL as the source when importing a custom image. Import the custom image into the Finance
compartment. 

E. Instruct the Operations team to export the image to an object storage bucket. Instruct the Administrators team to
grant you access to the object storage bucket where the custom image is stored. Use the download URL of the custom
image as the image source when launching new compute resources in the Finance compartment. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two tools would you use to manage Database Cloud Service (DBCS)? (Choose two.) 

A. psql 

B. Oracle Swingbench 

C. SQL Developer 

D. Oracle Enterprise Manager 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are running your warehouse using Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) service and you noticed that a newly
configured batch job is always running in serial even through nothing else is running in the database. All your jobs are
configured to run with parallelism enabled. What could be the reason for this batch job to run in serial? 

A. The batch job depends on only one table and parallelism cannot be enabled on single-table queries. 

B. The parallelism of batch job depends on the number of ADW databases involved in the query. 

C. The new batch job is connected to LOW consumer group. 

D. The new batch job runs on database tables that are not enable for parallel execution. 

E. Parallelism on the database is controlled by the application, not the database. 

Correct Answer: C 
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